The course for making Korean traditional lamp

If you have an interest in Korean traditional paper lamp, please apply to this course. We will be making Korean traditional paper lamps which are one of the most attractive Korean culture.

LV.1 (elementary level)
1. **Patchwork wall lamp**: 3hours / contents: understanding about Hanji, paper pasting
2. **Square lamp**: 6(3x2) hours / contents: frame assembling, paper pasting, **basic colouring**
3. **Lotus lamp**: 6(3x2) hours / contents: wire work, paper pasting, basic colouring
Total time: 3hours x 5 = **15** hours / Tuition fee: **1500kr** (exclude materials cost)

LV.2 (midium level)
1. **Water melon lamp**: 6(3x2) hours / contents: wire work, frame making, colouring
2. **Leaf lamp**: 9(3x3) hours / contents: wire work, frame making, paper pasting, colouring
3. **Bell lamp**: 18(3x6) hours / contents: wire work, colouring, **Korean patterns, Danchung**
Total time: 3hours x 11 = **33** hours / Tuition fee: **3630kr** (exclude materials cost)

LV.3 (high level)
1. **Fish lamp**: 24(3x8) hours / contents: wire work, colouring, **basic welding**
2. **Creative lamp**: 24(3x8) hours / contents: **design**, wire work, frame making, basic welding
Total time: 3hours x 16 = **48** hours / Tuition fee: **5760kr** (exclude materials cost)

**Schedule**
- Mon. 13:00 ~ 16:00, 18:00 ~ 21:00
- Wed. 18:00 ~ 21:00
- Fri. 10:00 ~ 13:00, Sat. 14:30 ~ 17:30
It begins in May 2016

**Place**
Ugglevägen 28, 131 44 Nacka

**Contact us (Sukhee Park)**
Email: sukheeda@hotmail.com / T: 076 054 28 53